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NNN PROPERTIES:
UNDERSTANDING UNDERWRITING
Triple Net Leases or NNN have become
a popular investment vehicle for many
investors due to their “low-risk, steady
income” nature. However, NNN works a
little differently than other real estate
investments, especially when it comes to
underwriting.
Analyzing the Tenant’s Financial Strength
In every NNN arrangement, there’s always a clear commitment from the tenant to pay the rent
for the duration of the lease term and and potentially additional expenses like repairs and real
estate taxes. That’s why the first thing underwriters need to do is analyze the tenant’s capability
to bear all that financial responsibility.
Lease Rates & Terms Are Typically Fixed for Multiple Years
Another factor that makes NNN leases so attractive is the fact that lease rates and terms are
normally fixed for several years. So long as the building under discussion is in good condition,
this provides lenders with an accurate prediction of future income.
(Continue Reading)

NNN LEASES
WHY IT'S ATTRACTING CAPITAL & SECURING LOANS
Many businesses are looking for ways to attract capital and good loan terms from lenders, and
net leases remain a solid investment option even during times of change. This form of financing
remains an attractive option due to the many benefits it offers. Here are four of the major
reasons why triple net leases have become more popular.
1. Guarantees a Consistent Amount of
Income Monthly
Many factors can contribute to a company’s
ability to secure financing for its commercial
real estate needs. One such factor is the
certainty of future income as determined by
current lease rates and terms. This includes
other factors such as the size and quality of the
building under discussion. However, if a lender
knows what the future income will be, they
can more accurately predict whether or not a
business will be able to repay its loan.
(Continue Reading)

PHOENIX OPEN
A few of our teammates were able to
host clients at last week's always
fantastic Phoenix Open! We love the
opportunity to network and collaborate
outside of the office! Appreciate those
who traveled to be with us for some fun!

